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 As a freshman at Denison, it’s become pretty obvious that I’ve got a lot to learn. With that in mind, here are twenty things I’ve  
 learned in the short time I’ve been here.

DENISON: A FRESHMAN’S PERSPECTIVE

- Jack May, 

Managing Editor

 1) Shorney was supposed to be the cool party freshman dorm, but Craw has  

 now claimed that title.

2) Everyone is always hooking up with someone. (Why was everyone mak-

ing out at Lamson Lodge???)

3) The line for the mail room is always super long at 4 p.m. Actually, scratch 

that — the line for the mail room is just constantly super long.

4) I cannot flirt for shit

5) Jungle juice is a slippery slope

6) The walk back from Beaver Beach/Lamson Lodge/K-Sig/the Moonies at 

2 a.m. is not fun.

7) My sleep schedule is as unpredictable as Ohio weather

8) Smith is a terrible dorm and I feel awful for y’all

9) You will know Seb before Seb knows you

10) Shorney has the worst toilets in the entire world (water-saving toilets 

don’t do anyone any good when your shit doesn’t flush)

 11) Slivy’s is the best food on campus

12) Slayter is a close second

13) Yik Yak is the best place to go for what’s happening on campus

14) Suit kid(s) is/are Yik Yak famous (you guys are iconic)

15) Chanel is Yik Yak famous

16) Unspeakable things have happened to that seal

17) The deer keep stepping on the seal so they can’t graduate

18) The ambulances and firetrucks will arrive every weekend. They might 

as well camp out here.

19) The stairs are consistently faster than the elevator in Knapp

20) The freshman class knows how to run a meme page (shoutout to @

horny_shorney25, @crawford25memes, and @smith25memes)

 

Thank you to the Denison community for making us freshmen feel so welcome <3 couldn’t imagine myself anywhere else.

A SENIOR’S RESPONSE
 As a senior at Denison, this is really cute. I have a few corrections though, if you don’t mind. No disrespect! Seriously, we really 
 enjoy hearing what you guys have to say about this pile of glass, concrete, and stone on a hill. I just couldn’t help myself.

 1) Craw is literally just Shorney & Shorney is just Craw they are the same;  

 the only thing that used to distinguish them was your year 

2) When people get drunk, they tend to suck face. Crazy! I know! Maybe 

you’re just lonely?

3) The mailroom is TRYING ok?!

4) See #2.

5) Jungle juice is fun if you’re the one making it. Seriously, be safe! (PRO 

TIP: add Mio)

6) Seriously disagree with this one. The drunken stumble back at 2 a.m. is 

ALWAYS fun. Try bringing a joint next time!

7) Denison will teach you that you can somehow function off of 2-4 hours of 

sleep and a Monster Rehab. 

8) Smith is actually a terrible dorm, sorry this is true

9) Who? (jk, I heard this kid loves Ben & Jerry’s before long hikes)

10) Glad they didn’t change the toilets 

 11) Curtis is the best dining experience on campus

12) Curtis is the best dining experience on campus

13) I give this Yik Yak thing another two weeks tops

14) Are y’all really just bullying this kid? Is that what this is? Really 

funny guys! Ask.fm vibes.

15) ok I will admit Yik Yak is lowkey really funny sometimes but still

16) If you french the seal it frenches back

17) True

18) Drink water getting your stomach pumped is not a cool story 

19) There’s an elevator in Knapp?

20) no

BONUS:

21) By the time you are seniors Greek life will be gone

22) Sorry we’ve been making you feel welcome we’ve clearly been doing 

this wrong

 

-Abby Hasselbrink, submission
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Staff “Trivia Categories from Tonight” Box

Darian Roncalla is rock hard in class right now. Isabella Rosabal is going 50/50 
with Cristobal. Abigail Roser is no poser. Sophia Rounsavill has no chill, none 
whatsoever. Anokhi Roy Bhattacharya is getting jiggy with it. Isabelle Ryan is 
iron like a lion in Zion! Hyeonseung Ryu listens to Grateful Dead radio on Spo-
tify, exclusively. Nicholas Salerno is actually a super senior looking for a fresh 
start. Nem Sang believes that all dogs go to h*ll. Utsav Sapkota still doesn’t know 
where Rachel is. Anshuman Sarda kinda knows how to use photoshop but not re-
ally. Manan Sarupria has an alter ego (their name is Juan). Liam Savage 21 uh 21 
uh uh 21. Paul (Andrew) Scanlon went to see 21 Pilots but paid for his ticket. Aid-
an Schaefer has never felt safer! Maya Schaefer is very, very scared. Zoe Schloss-
er scoots around campus on one of those butt boards from elementary school. 
Sarah Schoenberger is going to Jupiter to get more stupider. Elizabeth Schoolar 
is sooper smart. Caroline Schumacher likes to make shoes for mice. Eleri Schutte 
down the hatch! Lucie Schwarz loves Star Wars but only the sequel trilogy. Ethan 
Scott loves Star Trek but only the cartoon. Amelia Senior was held back. Wenyu 
Shan has no future. Tanvi Shegaonkar is about to fall down a flight of stairs read-
ing this! Look out! Jeremiah Shelton is coming out of their shell. Yang Shen went 
for a run this morning. Margaret Sherbacow believes sherbert is unethical. Emma 
Showalter used to do high school theater. Chenyue Shu is running from their past 
& future. Logan Shumway is lucky. Charlotte Sigg vapes. Sydney Silverstein 
lives in Crawford. Courtney Simmons failed algebra II. Harrison Simonds is 
sooo silly goofy. Suveer Singh has a nickname that we don’t know. Sodahny Sip 
gulps when they swallow. Ari Skolnik pretends to be a pirate at the moonies when 
its NOT funny. Anne Slabaugh cried when Christopher Slater did NOT puke on 
the seal. Isabel Small got a free bike from p1. Amelia Smith owns all black Nike 
Air Forces. Cameron Smith is related to Carson. Charles Smith is one of the 24 
Charles Smiths on campus. Wade Smith has a lateral of 50. Maxwell Soja 
Iscool10. William Solis is soulless. Lucas Sorensen has no more printing money. 
Habibatou Soumano blank blank blank. Jaimes Southworth I love. Michael 
Spiropoulos is running out of ideas. Margaret Spriggs thinks recessions are good. 
William Starenko won an essay contest. Joshua Stegich is from Ohio. Makoto 
Steiner bought 5 coldbrew coffees for 5$ each. Eiman Stiffler is on the big red 
meal plan. Helen Stinson KNOWS OJ was innocent. Oscar Storkerson REALLY 
understands inflation. Sarah Stratenus has read ALL infinite jest. Paul Strom 
hates stromboli. Micah Stromsoe DeLorenzo predicted Norm Macdonald’s death. 
Cooper Sugden bought tickets for Impractical Jokers live. Michael Sullivan 
blacked out at grateful dead. Sander Sveen loves going
 to the frats on the weekend.

-Unpaid Interns 

Why does every-
one keep telling 

me to rush 
Hashanah?


